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A. IDENTITY OF PETITIONER/COURT OF APPEALS DECISION 

Petitioner Jason Thomas, the appellant below, seeks review of the 

court of appeals decision in State v. Thomas, noted at _Wn. App._, 2016 

WL 5373316, No. 73519-5-I (Sept. 26, 2016) (attached as Appendix A). 

B. ISSUE PRESENTED FOR REVIEW 

WPIC 4.01 1 requires jurors to articulate a reason for having 

reasonable doubt. Does this articulation requirement distort the reasonable 

doubt standard, undermine the presumption of innocence, and shift the 

burden of proof to the accused? 

C. STATEMENT OF THE CASE 

The State charged Thomas with one count of second degree assault, 

alleging he intentionally assaulted Kavit Sanghvi with a deadly weapon and 

recklessly inflicted substantial bodily harm. CP 11-12. A jury convicted 

Thomas as charged. CP 24. The trial court sentenced Thomas to an 

exceptional sentence of 53 months. 5RP 21; CP 55-57. 

At Thomas's trial, the court gave the standard reasonable doubt 

instruction, WPIC 4.01: 

A reasonable doubt is one tor which a reason exists 
and may arise from the evidence or lack of evidence. It is 
such a doubt as would exist in the mind of a reasonable 
person after fully, fairly, and carefully considering all of 

1 
II WASH. PRACTICE: WASH. PATTERN JURY INSTRUCTlONS: CRIMlNAL 4.01, at 

85 (3d ed. 2008). 
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the evidence or lack of evidence. If, from such 
consideration, you have an abiding belief in the truth of the 
charge, you are satisfied beyond a reasonable doubt. 

CP 34 (Instruction No. 3); 4RP 111. On appeal, Thomas challenged this 

instruction, asserting it undermines the presumption of innocence and shifts 

the burden from the State to the accused. Br. of Appellant, at 3-20. 

The court of appeals noted Thomas did not object to the instruction 

but, "[i]n any event, the trial court did not err in giving this instruction." 

Opinion, at 2. The court reasoned: 

In State v. Bennett, 161 Wn.2d 303, 318, 165 P.3d 1241 
(2007), our Supreme Court instructed that WPIC 4.01 be 
given. The propriety of this instruction was reaffirmed in 
State v. Kalebaugh, 183 Wn.2d 578, 585-86, 355 P.3d 253 
(2015). We have recognized this controlling authority. State 
v. Lizarrag~ 191 Wn. App. 530, 364 P.3d 810 (2015), review 
denied, 185 Wn.2d 1022 (2016). The trial court did not err 
by doing the same. 

Opinion, at 2. The Lizarraga court relied only on the fact that "in State v. 

Bennett, 161 Wn.2d 303, 318, 165 P.3d 1241 (2007), our Supreme Court 

expressly approves the WPIC as the correct statement of the law and directs 

courts to use WPIC 4.01 to instruct on the burden of proof and the definition 

of reasonable doubt." Lizarraga, 191 Wn. App. at 567. To date, however, 

no court has addressed the substance of any of Thomas's claims. 
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D. ARGUMENT WHY REVIEW SHOULD BE ACCEPTED 

WPIC 4.01 DISTORTS THE REASONABLE DOUBT 
STANDARD, UNDERMINES THE PRESUMPTION OF 
INNOCENCE, AND SHIFTS THE BURDEN OF PROOF TO THE 
ACCUSED. 

Washington's pattern jury instruction on reasonable doubt requires 

the jury or the defense to articulate "a reason" for having reasonable doubt. 

This articulation requirement distorts the reasonable doubt standard, 

undermines the presumption of innocence, and shifts the burden of proof to 

the accused. Because Thomas's challenge to WPIC 4.01 presents a 

significant constitutional question that has not been directly addressed by this 

Court, and because it implicates jury instructions given in every criminal trial 

in the state, review is warranted under RAP 13.4(b)(3) and (b)(4). 

Jury instructions must be manifestly clear and not misleading to the 

ordinary mind. State v. Dan~ 73 Wn.2d 533, 537, 439 P.2d 403 (1968). 

The error in WPIC 4.01 is readily apparent: having a "reasonable doubt" is 

not, as a matter of plain English, the same as having "a reason" to doubt. 

WPIC 4.01 's use of the words "a reason" plainly indicates that reasonable 

doubt must be capable of explanation or justification. Because jurors are not 

required to articulate a reason for having reasonable doubt, State v. 

Kalebaugh, 183 Wn.2d 578, 585, 355 P.3d 253 (2015), WPIC 4.01 fails to 
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make the reasonable doubt standard manifestly clear. On the contrary, 

WPIC 4.01 is misleading to the ordinary mind. 

Prosecutorial misconduct cases illustrate this reality. Prosecutors 

have repeatedly argued that juries must be able to articulate a reason for 

reasonable doubt based on WPJC 4.01 's language, demonstrating that 

Washington's reasonable doubt instruction is not manifestly clear to legally 

trained professionals, let alone jurors. E.g., State v. Emery, 174 Wn.2d 711, 

760,278 P.3d 653 (2012), Statev. Walker, 164 Wn. App. 724,731,265 P.3d 

191 (2011); State v. Johnson, 158 Wn. App. 677,682, 243 P.3d 936 (2010); 

State v. Venegas, 155 Wn. App. 507, 523-24 & n.16, 228 P.3d 813 (2010); 

Statev.Anderson, 153 Wn.App.417,431,220P.3d 1273(2009). 

In Johnson and Anderson, prosecutors recited WPIC 4.01 's text to 

the jury before making their improper fill-in-the-blank arguments. Johnson, 

158 Wn. App. at 682; Anderson, 153 Wn. App. at 424. It makes no sense to 

condemn articulation arguments from prosecutors but continue to authorize 

the very instruction that gave rise to these improper arguments. Because the 

Court of Appeals decision conflicts with these prosecutorial misconduct 

cases as well as with cases requiring jury instructions to be manifestly clear, 

this Court should grant review under RAP 13.4(b)(l) and (b)(2). 

Review is also appropriate because this Court's own precedent on 

reasonable doubt articulation is confused and contradictory. In Kalebaugh, 
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this Court detennined the instruction "a doubt for which a reason can be 

given" was legal error, but WPIC 4.01 's "a doubt tor which a reason exists" 

was not. This holding directly conflicts with this Court's precedent that 

equated "for which a reason can be given" and "for which a reason exists." 

In State v. Harras, 25 Wash. 416, 421, 65 P. 774 (1901), this Court 

found no error in the instruction, "It should be a doubt tor which a good 

reason exists." This Court maintained that the "great weight of authority" 

supported this instruction, citing the note to Burt v. State, 16 So. 342,48 Am. 

St. Rep. 574 (Miss. 1894). This note, which is attached as Appendix B, cites 

cases using or approving jury instructions that defme reasonable doubt as a 

doubt for which a reason can be given.2 

In State v. Harsted, 66 Wash. 158, 162, 119 P. 24 (1911), the 

defendant objected to the instruction, "The expression 'reasonable doubt' 

means in law just what the words imply-a doubt founded upon some good 

reason." This Court opined, "as a pure question of logic, there can be no 

different between a doubt for which a reason can be given, and one for 

2 See, e.g., State v. Jefferson, 43 La. Ann. 995, 998-99, 10 So. 1 19 (La. 1891) 
(''A reasonable doubt ... is not a mere possible doubt, it should be an actual or 
substantial doubt as a reasonable man would seriously entertain. It is a serious 
doubt, such as you could give a good reason for."); Vann v. State, 9 S.E. 945, 
947-48 (Ga. 1889) ("But the doubt must be a reasonable doubt, no a conjured-up 
doubt,-such a doubt as you might conjure up to acquit a friend, but one that you 
could give a reason for."); State v. Morey, 25 Or. 241, 256, 36 P. 573 (1894) ("A 
reasonable doubt is a doubt which has some reason for its basis. It does not mean 
a doubt from mere caprice, or groundless conjecture. A reasonable doubt is such 
a doubt as a juror can give a reason for."). 
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which a good reason can be given." Id. at 162-63. This Court relied on out

of-state cases, including Butler v. State, 102 Wis. 364, 78 N.W. 590, 591-92 

(1899), which stated, "A doubt cannot be reasonable unless a reason therefor 

exists, and, if such reason exists, it can be given." 1bis Court was 

"impressed" with this view and therefore felt "constrained" to uphold the 

instruction. Harsted, 66 Wash. at 165. 

More recently, in State v. Weiss, 73 Wn.2d 372, 378-79, 438 P.2d 

610 (1968), this Court determined the instruction, "A reasonable doubt is a 

doubt for which a sensible reason can be given," was "a correct statement of 

the law." (Emphasis added.) Although disapproving of the instruction 

because it was too abbreviated, this Court concluded "the trial court did not 

err in submitting the instruction given." Id. at 379. 

In Harras and Harsted, this Court viewed "a doubt for which a good 

reason exists" as equivalent to requiring that a reason must be given for the 

doubt. In Weiss, this Court determined that an instruction stating that a 

reasonable doubt was one for which a "sensible reason can be given," was a 

correct statement of the law. These decisions cannot be squared Kalebaugh 

and Emery, both of which, in no uncertain terms, rejected the concept that 

jurors must be able to give a reason for having reasonable doubt. 

Kalebaugh, 183 Wn.2d at 585; Emery, 174 Wn.2d at 760. 
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It is time for a Washington court to confront the problematic 

articulation language in WPIC 4.01. There is no meaningful difference 

between WPIC 4.01 's doubt "for which a reason exists" and a doubt "for 

which a reason can be given." Both require articulation of reasonable doubt. 

This articulation requirement distorts the reasonable doubt standard, 

undermines the presumption of innocence, and shifts the burden of proof to 

the accused. Because Washington's appellate decisions are in complete and 

total disarray on the significant constitutional issue of properly defining 

reasonable doubt in every criminal jury trial, Thomas's arguments merit 

review under all four of the RAP 13.4(b) criteria. 

E. CONCLUSION 

Because Thomas satisfies all RAP 13.4(b) criteria, this Court should 

grant this petition. 

DATED this I O~day of October, 2016. 

Respectfully submitted, 

NIELSEN, BROMAN & KOCH, PLLC 

"1/V1~T~ 
MARYT. SWIFT 
WSBA No. 45668 
Office ID No. 91051 

Attorneys for Petitioner 
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IN THE COURT OF APPEALS OF THE STATE OF WASHINGTON 

STATE OF WASHINGTON, 

Respondent, 

v. 

JASON LARONE THOMAS, 

Appellant. 

) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) 
) ________________________ ) 

No. 73519-5-1 

DIVISION ONE 

UNPUBLISHED OPINION 

FILED: September 26, 2016 

\t;' .: !iJJ 
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BECKER, J.- Because our Supreme Court has instructed that WPIC 4.01 

be used to inform the jury on reasonable doubt, the trial court did not err in giving 

this instruction. The community custody statute, RCW 9.94A. 701, is not 

ambiguous. We affirm and grant Thomas's request not to impose appellate 

costs. 

FACTS 

On November 19, 2014, Jason Thomas attacked his employer with a 

metal bar. The State charged him with second degree assault, and the jury 

found him guilty as charged. Thomas appeals. 

WASHINGTON PATTERN JURY INSTRUCTION 4.01 (WPIC) 

At Thomas's trial, the court gave the standard reasonable doubt 

instruction, WPIC 4.01, 11 WASHINGTON PRACTICE: WASHINGTON PATIERN JURY 

INSTRUCTIONS: CRIMINAL 4.01, at 27 (3d ed. Supp. 2014-15). This instruction . 
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reads, in relevant part, "A reasonable doubt is one for which a reason exists and 

may arise from the evidence or lack of evidence. M Thomas did not object. The 

State argues that because Thomas did not object, he cannot raise this error for 

the first time on appeal. In any event, the trial court did not err in giving this 

instruction. In State v. Bennett, 161 Wn.2d 303, 318, 165 P.3d 1241 (2007), our 

Supreme Court instructed that WPIC 4.01 be given. The propriety of this 

instruction was reaffirmed in State v. Kalebaugh, 183 Wn.2d 578, 585-86, 355 

P.3d 253 (2015). We have recognized this controlling authority. State v. 

Lizarraga, 191 Wn. App. 530, 364 P.3d 810 (2015), review denied, 185 Wn.2d 

1022 (2016). The trial court did not err by doing the same. 

COMMUNITY CUSTODY STATUTE 

Thomas contends that the community custody statute, RCW 9.94A.701, is 

ambiguous as to the length of the community custody term for assault in the 

second degree because that crime is both a "violent offense" requiring 18 months 

of community custody under RCW 9.94A.701 (2), as well as a "crime against 

persons" requiring 12 months of community custody under RCW 9A.94A.701(3)(a}. 

We recently held that this statute is not ambiguous. State v. Hood, No. 73401-6-1 

(Wash. Ct. App. Sept. 26, 2016). Hood controls. 

APPELLATE COSTS 

In his opening brief, Thomas asks us not to impose appellate costs in the 

event that the State prevails on appeal and seeks costs. The State does not 

respond. Under RCW 10.73.160(1), this court has discretion to decline to 

impose appellate costs on appeal. State v. Sinclair, 192 Wn. App. 380, 385, 388, 

2 
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367 P.3d 612 (2016). In light of Thomas's indigent status, our presumption under 

RAP 15.2(f) that he remains indigent "throughout the review" unless the trial court 

finds that his financial situation has improved, and the State's failure to respond, 

we exercise our discretion not to impose appellate costs. 

STATEMENT OF ADDITIONAL GROUNDS 

Thomas claims that the jury instructions and special verdict form did not 

properly define the requisite level of harm to find that "the victim's injuries 

substantially exceed the level of bodily harm necessary to satisfy the elements of 

the offense." RCW 9.94A.535(3)(y). To satisfy the elements of second degree 

assault, "substantial bodily harm" is the necessary level of harm. RCW 

9A.36.021. The jury instructions and the special verdict form use "substantial 

bodily harm." This argument does not warrant review. 

Affirmed. 

WE CONCUR: 

~,T 
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to toll the jary tho.t a. rcaeonable doubt "ia aneh a doullt Ill! a. rea.eonable 
UIO.a would seriously entertain. n Is a aeriouf, S..naible doubt, auch as yon 
could give good reuon. for": Stat~ v • .Tift~'BOn, 4.3 Lt.. Ann. 99~. So, the 
la•Jguo.go, that it ·muat be "not a coujured·up doubt-·3Uch a dou.bt aa you 
might conjure ap to acquib a friend-but ono ~hat you could gin a. reaaon 
tor," while unusal\1, hs lie en held not to be an incorroo~ proscnta~ion of ihe 
doctrine of reMonnblo d<iubt: Vann v. Beau, 83 Ga. 44, 52: .. bd in State 
v. Nong, 25 01.". U 1, it is lield tlta~ an illllbruction tho.t iL re.'\sonble dou!Jt 
ia such a doubt as a juror can give a. reason for, .is oot rever.ible error, when 
given in connection with other lnatructions, by. which the court aeeka to ao 
define the term M to enable the jury to di&tinguish a reasonable doulit from 
somo va.gue and imaginary one. 'rhe definition, that a reasouble doubt 
means one for which IL reason can be given, bae been critlciud u erroneoa• 
&ad misleading in aome of the cases, beciiUie it puts upon tbe de!eudant the 
burden or furnishing to every juror. a l."oason why ho ia not Atisfted of bl.a 
guilb with tho certainty required by lo.w before tl1~ro can be & conviction; 
and bec.tnse a peraon often rlo11btis about a thing for which he can give no 
re&!lon, or abo.ut which ho hu au imperfect knowledge: Biberry v, 8lctte, 1!13 
Ind. 077; State v. Bauer, 38 Mino~ 'a8; Rag v. s_eau, 50 Ala. 104; and the 
fault of tbu definition t. uo~ cured by prefacing ths alatemon~ with the 
instruction ~ha.~ ".by a reasonable doubt is meant not n captioua at' wbim
aiOI>I cloubt": .4loqum v, &att:, 48 Ohio St. 371. Spell1', J., iolhe ca.so las* 
cited, very portiueutly a•ks~ "Wh11.t kiud of 1\ roasqn ia mP.an~f Would a 
poor rcneon answer, or Dllltt the reason. be a. etronc one! Who is to judger 
The definition fails to enlighten, a.ud further oxpla.nation would eeom to be 
neetlocl to relieve tho test of indefiniteness. ·The expression is auo oalou• 
latod to misleo.il. To whom is tho reason to bo ginnt The jaror himaol£t 
The charge doea not eay so, and jurors. arc not raquirod to a..,tgn to otbera 
r0111ona In aupport of thoir v~rdict." To leave out the word "good" before 
"Nason" a!fe<:~a tho definition materially. Hence,. to instruct a jury that 
a reasonable doubt ia o11e for which a ro!lfon, derived from the testimony, 
or wauto( evidence, ann ba given, u bad: Oarr T. Stat~, .23 Neb. 7'9; Oowaa· 
v, Stale, 22 Neb. 619; aa e\-ery raa.eo[J, ·wbether based on eal~Ctanlla! ground a 
or not, doea not couatitate a reasona.bla doubt in la.w: R"11 v. St1llt, 50 Ala. 
lOi, lOS. . 

.. Hr:siTATS J.lfl) PA113B .. _ "MAT.r&R3 (11' liTOHEST !A.!'PORTlNCB," :cro • 
A reasonable doub~ has been defined ali one arising from a ca.ndid and im· 
pnrtinllnveatlgatlon of all the ~vidence, such aa "'in the gravertra.nlllllitioaa 
of life wonld cau•a a :r.eaaonable and prudent mau to heal tate and paueo 
before actiog": f1annon 'I". Pf4jllr, 127 Ill. 507; 11 Am. St. Rep. 147; D11nn 
v. Pa~plt, 109 Ill. 635; Wizccue•· v. Peop~, 134 Ill. 438; 23 Am. St. Rep. 683; 
Bwlde~t v. State, 102 Ala. 78; 1'1elsk ,., Slate, 96 Ala. 93; Bt.ue v. Gibll1, 10 
Mont. 213; Jflllu v. People, :19 Ill. 4.57; Wilil1 v. Stah, (3 Neb. 102. And 
it has been held tha.t it Ia correct to tell the jnry that the ''GYidcncs !seuf• 
ficient to remove reasonable doubt when it ia auflicie11t bo ~nvince the 
judgn1ent o! ordiuiU'ily prudenb men with such (orce tbat they would 11ct 
upo11 th;o.t convic~ion, without heaitation, in thoir own moat important 
affairs": Jarr-ell v. Stale, 68 Ind •. 293; A r110ld v. Slak, 23 Ind.!70; Stau v. 
Kearl~, 2G Klm. 77: or, where they woultl feel en(e to act upon aueh con• 
viction "in maUora of the higl1e~t concern and impnr~nee" tAl the.ir own 
deo.rest and moat important inlorestr, .ander ciraumatauces requiring no 
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